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A brand new paper in Oxford Open Economics, revealed by Oxford College Press, examines 

“Potterian Economics” – the economics of the world from JK Rawling’s Harry Potter 

collection. Evaluating such economies with skilled financial fashions exhibits that whereas 

some facets of this financial system are in step with financial fashions, many different facets 

are distorted and contradict the views {of professional} economists. 

There’s proof that the general public’s financial literacy is low and that they purchase a lot of 

their data of economics by books, newspapers and so forth. There’s additionally proof that 

literature influences readers and shapes their views. It’s due to this fact attainable that the 7-

book collection influences and displays the financial views and emotions of the general 

public. A conservative estimate is that greater than 7.3% of the world’s inhabitants has learn 

the Potter books and hundreds of thousands extra have seen their movie variations. Given 

the books’ extraordinary recognition, their impact on the general public’s financial temper 

may very well be vital. 

The researchers discovered that the economics of those books blended concepts from 

totally different fashions and worldviews. For instance, the Potterian financial mannequin is 

crucial of market-based methods however reduces authorities. The federal government is 

corrupt however has public help. 

The cash used within the Harry Potter books is fabricated from treasured metals (just like 

the previous English financial system), however its buying energy is unrelated to its 

commodity worth (like belief cash). The conversion charges between the Galleon, Sickle, and 

Knut are prime numbers, making transactions involving a couple of sort of coin very 

cumbersome. Additionally, cash isn’t simple to retailer, divisible, moveable and 

homogeneous, which is crucial for it to function an environment friendly medium of change 

or retailer of worth. Lack of divisibility forces retailers to make use of spherical pricing, 

leading to inefficient community pricing. For instance, costs quoted in galleons solely 

change by galleons, and due to this fact retailers can’t reply to small shocks. Lack of 

portability signifies that carrying cash is cumbersome, and so the characters within the Harry 

Potter books retailer them at Gringotts Financial institution, the place withdrawals and 

deposits are pricey and require time and prolonged procedures. 
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The researchers discover that arbitrage alternatives go untapped and efficiency-enhancing 

transactions go unnoticed. For instance, there’s a giant hole between the commodity worth 

of a gold galleon and its change worth, suggesting an arbitrage alternative: wizards might 

smelt the gold, promote it as a commodity to muggles, after which commerce the muggle 

cash for galleons. Nevertheless, characters within the novels don’t appear to take this 

chance, though it guarantees immense earnings and no threat. Not even the bankers, 

together with the greediest, appear to note. 

The monopoly financial institution Gringotts doesn’t act as an middleman between savers 

and traders and doesn’t grant loans as a result of prejudice towards monetary service 

suppliers, however the books are sometimes considered and described as repelling clichés. 

The researchers additionally word that the characters within the Harry Potter books don’t 

seem to expertise any technological advances, besides within the magical broomstick trade, 

the place new fashions are launched yearly. 

“A naïve reader of Harry Potter would get a distorted image of economics,” stated Daniel 

Levy, one of many paper’s authors. “Think about a number of the classes we study from 

Potterian economics: markets are usually not truthful as a result of transactions are zero-

sum; the political course of isn’t clear; Markets foster cony capitalism; Capitalists wish to 

enslave the proletariat; Businessmen are deceitful and deceitful; rich individuals are imply 

and unethical; Deposits don’t earn curiosity; there’s an data monopoly; energy is 

concentrated; Ignorance of foreigners is the norm; home producers are shielded from 

overseas competitors even when they’re inefficient; There are not any paper checks; 

inventive pondering is uncommon; Human capital isn’t gathered; Public workers have 

lifetime job safety no matter potential; the general public sector is the default employer; 

downward social mobility is the norm; There’s a fixed class battle. That is solely a partial 

checklist.” 

“The shortcomings listed above characterize many actual economies,” Levy continued. 

“Maybe that explains why the Potterian financial mannequin resonates with individuals. 

Regardless of its inaccuracies, it’s in step with fashionable economics which, whereas maybe 
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problematic for the thriving of humanity in Smith’s phrases, captures and displays 

fashionable views on many financial and social points.” 

The Potterian Economics paper is accessible (midnight on July 21) at: 

https://tutorial.oup.com/ooec/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/ooec/odac004. 
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